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The day that I got deployed was fun but also kind of scary. Leaving the Noun was the hardest part

because we had to leave our families knowing that we may never see them again. When we got onto the massive

Noun and left the reality really set in. 10 hours later we landed in a remote part of Location . It

was dark when we arrived. We knew nothing of the mission that we were being sent to do, all we knew that it

was a highly classified Event Event . When we stepped of the plane an eerie fog Verb

in and we could hear groans. We all looked at each other and were wondering what we have got ourselves into.

Then out of nowhere Adjective zombie came Verb ending in ing out of the fog toward us. He was

covered in blood and pale. We told it to stop but when it kept running we opened Verb but it kept

Verb ending in ing toward us. It finally dropped after about 30 rounds from an Noun . We

immediately went back into the plane and asked our sergeant what that thing was. He told us that it was an Al-

Qaida zombie and this was the special operation that we had signed up for. He told us that our mission objective

was to clear an old Al-Qaida weapons Noun and that a few days ago was overrun by zombies. He also

told us not to get bit or we would turn into Plural noun and would have to be shot. And then he told us

good luck and to proceed with the Noun .
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